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In an earlier work , the effect of anisotropic scattering upon the

infinite medium diffusion length was examined.  In the present note the

effect of anisotropic scattering upon the total flux from an isotropic

point source is determined and numerical comparisons of several approx-

imations for anisotropic scattering are given for elastic scattering by

hydrogen.

If x is measured in mean free paths and the differential cross sec-

tion of the scatterer can be represented by a N-term Legendre expansion              ''

with coefficients bn' the monoenergetic Boltzmann equation for an infinite

hemogeneous medium containing an isotropic point source and an anisotropic
4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    \,

seatterer may be written:

N                1                 6(x)Bf            2n+1
11.32.   +    f    =     c        Z --2 bACK)    f  <6(11')f(x, 11')d,1  + -14f:                              (1)n=0 -1

Above, 6 =
Es/Ei,0 The Fourier transform of f(x,11),

00                 iLDOC0  (*,a))  =  f  f(x, B)  e (2)   /
-00

satisfies the equation                 ''

N(1 - 1141) 0 =c * E. 23+l bnpn(51) n(w)    +  '(3)
n=0

Gwhere                                         ·

1

tr(w) = f 0(*'0)pn(11)dili                                          (4)
-1

The total flux, *(x), is given by

0
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1

9(x)  =  2,    f  f(x, p)dg=  I -i/-1    00((D)da).                                                                         (5)
-1

Solving equation   (3)   for 00 gives

-1       N

tat 0 - ca Z (2:,+1)bnan(*8)Qn(· w)
n=1                                           (6)2*00((D)              N

im n n 1(D1 - ·c-  E  (2n+1)b h (1-)%46)
n=0

In (6) Qn are the Legendre functions of the second kind and a  and hn

are polynomials defined by the recursion relation

(n+1) Rn+1 = (21+1) (1-cbn) R /im - nRn-r , (7) p

0

with initial conditions ho = 1, ao = 0, and al = 1/im. Performing the

integration of equation (5) divides the flux into a so-called asymptotic

portion due to the singularity of (6) at the root of the denominator,

(D = i K,

r N        1
9-K'*11[c E (2n+1)bnan( )Qi(f)] - Qo ( )j 

n=1                                              (8)Was(x) =                N
E.L  [1  -  ·     E     (2n+1)b  h  (.1)%(1) 1dic                  n n K    K

n=0

and a transient portion EllIe to the essential singularity of Qi at m = 1,

9    CX) = .   e- IX
|t [(1-PA)(t+WH) + (WA)(PH)]dto                          (9)tran'

(t+WH - PHQo(t) )2 + (lf )2
. C.

In (10),
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N
' P A-  E p a pn n n'n=1

pn = c(2n+l)bn'
N

WA =  E  pnanWn-1'
n=1

Qi - pnQo - wn-1, (10)N

WH =  E  PnhnWn- 1,
n=1

N
PH= E ph Pn n n'n=0

and all functions are evaluated at 1/t.

It can be shown, that for a scattering function consisting of an

isotropic, a forward, and a backward component,

Jl-cbl
9       (X, C) = (rx, c'), (11)  'FWD-BWD

Jl-cb2 *ISOTROPIC--

where

r = J (1-cbl)(1-cb2)' ·(12)

f .

and

c' = c(1-b2)/(1-cb2)  (13)

The transport scattering approximation is obtained by setting b2 = bl'
'     2

For small absorption (c near unity), a good approximation to the isotropic

flux is

,   *(1-K2) e-KIx'
WISOTROPIC(x, c) = '2 + 21 El (  Ix'), (14)

CCK  - 1-+-c)

0
"
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which gives an immediate approximation for 9 .  Provided $FWD-BWD FWD-BWD

is a reasonable approximation of the exact solution for anisotropic scat-

tering, (14) permits a fairly simple representation of the flux which ,still   '   
includes the effect of anisotropic scattering.

Fig. 1 shows the percentage deviation of the flux of several approx-

imations from a P4 (N=4) solution for elastic scattering by hydrogen.
Gi

The principal effect of anisotropic scattering in this case is to deplete   L

the flux near the source and increase the flux at large distances.  That

is, because of the forward bias of scattering, neutrons penetrate further

into the medium before being absorbed.   In this extreme case of anisotropic

scattering it is seen that the forward-backward approximation (curve E) de-

viates less than 2% from the P4 solution except near the source and hence

that it may be possible to include most of the effects of anisotropic scat-

tering by using this simple approximation.

''

\
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Figure Caption

Percentage deviations from P4 solution.  A - Isotropic scat-

tering.        B    - Pl scattering approximation.        C   - P2 approximation.

D - Transport approximation.  E - Forward-backward approximation.
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On original driwing, left axis is

B,   C,   D,   E, and bottom  axis  is
labeled A, right axis is labeled

·

labeled x (MFP).
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